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I. Introduction
One of the biggest issues confronting international macroeconomists is
whether or not the large and persistent U.S. current account deficits are
sustainable.
1 There are varied views about how the current situation of
global imbalances—in which the United States has a sizable current ac-
count deficit of over 5% of GDP and, to a first approximation, the rest of
the world has a sizable current account surplus—might resolve itself. In
a simplistic way these views can be divided into those who believe that
these imbalances will evolve in a benign manner and those who worry
that their resolution will involve substantial disruptions to the global
economy, disruptions that could include, among other things, a sharp
decline in the dollar, a sharp increase in U.S. interest rates, and substan-
tial negative spillovers to other economies.
The problem, from a layperson’s perspective, is that it is extremely
difficult to determine which of the competing views of U.S. current ac-
count sustainability are valid. From a distance, they all seem plausible.
Take, for example, the “exorbitant privilege” view that the United
States can earn its way to current account sustainability because U.S.
c l a i m so nf o r e i g n e r se a r nam u c hh i g h e rr a t eo fr e t u r nt h a nf o r e i g n
claims on the United States. Such a return differential would indeed
loosen the U.S. budget constraint and make it easier to run continued
large current account deficits. As theoretical work such as Cavallo and
Tille (2006) shows, a positive returns differential would decrease the
likelihood of a disorderly adjustment in the U.S. current account and
the dollar; were the exorbitant privilege view true, the U.S. current ac-
count would be more sustainable than otherwise. Complicating matters
is that while some (e.g., Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti 2005; Obstfeld and
Rogoff 2005; Meissner and Taylor 2006; Gourinchas and Rey 2007a)
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others (Curcuru, Dvorak, and Warnock 2008a, 2008b; Lane and Milesi‐
Ferretti 2008) provide evidence suggesting that such estimates might be
biasedupward.Anotherexampleisthe“darkmatter”viewofHausmann
and Sturzenegger (2007). The authors propose an alternative method to
computing net international positions and current accounts. With their
method, global net asset positions are stable, suggesting that the current
global imbalances are sustainable and that neither a major adjustment in
theexchangevalueofthedollarnoralargerebalancingoftheglobalecon-
omyisnecessary.Incontrast,Gros(2006)concludes thatthe U.S.netinter-
national investment position (IIP) is more negative than reported after
examining the same data. So which is it? Is the actual U.S. net IIP more
stablethansuggestedbythepublisheddata(theHausmann‐Sturzenegger
view) or more negative (the Gros view)?
One way to discern between competing views of current account sus-
tainability is to examine the data on which they rely. That is, as we will
show in this paper, many competing views on whether the U.S. cur-
rent account deficit is sustainable or not hinge importantly on beliefs
about the relative reliability of various components of the international
accounts.
2
Questions about the relative reliability of entries in the international
accounts are not new: in 1987, Milton Friedman wrote, “Clearly, if our
investments abroad are yielding a positive return, their capital value
must be positive not negative. Is this a defect of the figures on current
flows, or is it a defect of the balance‐sheet figures? The only obvious
reconciliation is to assign the whole of the statistical discrepancy as an
unrecordednegativenetinvestmentincome,buteventhatdoesnotseem
satisfactory” (personal correspondence with Charles Thomas, June
1987). Over 20 years later, these issues are still open, and the question
of relative reliability remains a useful perspective through which to
view theories on current account sustainability.
Our results can be summarized as follows. First, from a relative reli-
ability perspective, the dark matter view can be quickly dispensed with.
Hausmann and Sturzenegger suggest that the external position for all
asset types should be estimated by capitalizing income at a common dis-
count rate. They then compute the net position from these capitalized
values and form the current account as the year‐to‐year change in their
constructed net position. This explicitly assumes that investment in-
come, a subcomponent of the current account, is the most reliable por-
tion of the entire set of international accounts and that it is appropriate
to construct positions in this manner. Given that approximately two‐thirds
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by applying estimates (of yields) to estimates (of positions), from a rela-
tive reliability perspective, dark matter fails. Moreover, while we have
sympathy for some parts of the hypothesis, we find the methodology
of capitalizing income streams to be questionable. Even if the investment
income numbers are entirely reliable, we doubt that this method of con-
structing the current account or position is an improvement over the
published estimates.
Second, the view that the United States can earn its way to current
account sustainability rests on the continued existence of an exorbitant
privilege, which rests in turn on a view of relative reliability in which
position and flow data form a cohesive data set. But Curcuru et al.
(2008a) argue convincingly that, for the purpose of calculating returns,
positions and flows data do not form an internally consistent data
set and show that the returns differential—the difference between
the rate that the United States earns on its foreign claims and the rate
that it pays on its foreign liabilities—is not as sizable as previously
assumed.
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To weigh in on this, we first form returns differentials in the most
accurate way currently possible. For one asset class—direct investment
(DI)—we cannot confidently form what we would consider accurate re-
turns, so there we present a range. But with either high or low DI re-
turns, in aggregate we produce returns differentials that are consistent
with those from Curcuru et al. (2008a) and much smaller than the ex-
orbitant privilege view suggests. There is no evidence from carefully
constructed returns differentials that the United States can count on
earning high international returns.
The analysis of returns differentials, as in Curcuru et al. (2008a) and
Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti (2008), opens up a puzzle. Specifically, it ex-
poses a substantial “gap” in the international accounts that implies
mismeasurements in some combination of our preferred valuation ad-
justments, reported balance of payments data, and reported IIP data.
To weigh in on this, we address known weaknesses in the accounts by
forming adjustments for (i) assets not currently captured in the histor-
ical financial accounts data (residential real estate, which should be in
the direct investment data, and financial derivatives, introduced only in
2006); (ii) items that have known shortcomings in the transactions data
in the current and financial accounts but have no known accompanying
flaws in the positions data (initial public offerings [IPOs], asset‐backed
repayments, goods exports); and (iii) items that have known shortcom-
ings in the positions data but for which the associated transactions data
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bles). We develop reasonable plugs to these holes and construct revised
estimates of the remaining unexplained difference between the cumu-
lated current account deficit and the net IIP.
In the end, after weaknesses in the international accounts are ac-
counted for, the gap is quite small and entirely consistent with small
Curcuru et al. type valuation adjustments. Moreover, our best estimate
indicates that the current account deficit is somewhat smaller than has
been reported (on average 0.35% of GDP per year), net financial inflows
are smaller than reported (on average 0.7% of GDP per year), and the
end of 2007 net IIP is $500 billion more negative than reported.
In Section II, we examine the dark matter hypothesis. In Section III,
we weigh in on the exorbitant privilege view, discuss the relative reliabil-
ity of various items in the international accounts, and provide adjust-
ments to plug known holes in the accounts. In Section IV, we take a step
back and think more broadly about current account sustainability, dis-
cussing the implications of our results and, just as importantly, suggest-
ing avenues that are potentially more informative. Section V presents
conclusions. Drier material on forming our preferred returns and the de-
tails of our adjustments to the international accounts are relegated to ap-
pendices. We provide annual data on our adjustments, as well as some
underlying data, at http://www.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295.
II. Dark Matter
At least in its original incarnation, the dark matter of Hausmann and
Sturzenegger (2007) rested on a very severe notion of relative reliability.
In particular, the authors explicitly assume that investment income, a
subcomponent of the current account, is the most reliable portion of
the entire set of international accounts. Given this view of the relative
reliability of various components of the international accounts—in this
case that information on investment income is more reliable than infor-
mation on the IIP and the current account—a view of current account
sustainability follows. If investment income is the most accurate com-
ponent of the entire set of accounts, then Hausmann and Sturzenegger’s
suggestion that the net IIP should be estimated by capitalizing net in-
vestment income is reasonable and so might be estimating net financial
flows as the changes in the capitalized net income measure of the net
IIP.
4 Doing so produces global net asset positions that appear to be
relatively stable, leading to Hausmann and Sturzenegger’s view that glo-
bal imbalances are sustainable and that neither a major adjustment in the
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o m yi sn e c e s s a r y .
Kozlow (2006) presents a cogent critique of this dark matter hypoth-
esis.
5 Here we will raise only one point about the leg on which it stands.
The notion that income streams are the most accurate aspect of the ac-
count is patently false. In gross valuation terms, more than two‐thirds
of the income streams—those arising from non‐DI positions—are de-
rived by taking an estimate of the position, picking a reasonable yield,
and applying that yield to positions to estimate income streams. In
2007, combined gross income payments and receipts totaled a bit less
than $1.5 trillion; of this more than $1 trillion was non‐DI and hence
was estimated by applying an estimated rate of return to estimated posi-
tions.
6 Our view is that from a relative reliability perspective, this theory,
which relies largely on data constructed by applying estimates to esti-
mates, is fairly weak.
SinceHausmannandSturzeneggerfirstappliedtheterm“darkmatter”
to international accounting, it has become associated with the difficulty in
accounting for cross‐border transactions in intellectual property (IP) such
as patents, trademarks, and other intangibles. We have some sympathy
for this view. In the U.S. NIPA, all trade in IP (whether for the use of
the IP or ownership rights to it) is included in the current account under
services.
7 This is true for trade between unaffiliated parties as well as
trade within a DI relationship. The Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) has recognized that its coverage of these transactions has been in-
complete and recently revised its forms and reporting panels.
8 Although
these efforts will likely increase coverage, and perhaps increase recorded
services trade, they will likely do little to address the issue of how firms
value the IP transferred between affiliates. One hypothesis to reconcile
the high‐income rate of return earned on U.S. direct investment abroad
and the low‐income rate of return earned on foreign direct investment in
the United States is that U.S. firms undervalue the IP transferred to their
foreign affiliates whereas foreign parents overvalue the IP transferred to
their U.S. affiliates.
We are not going to address this issue beyond making two points:
First, the current‐cost valuation of DI used throughout this paper ex-
cludes intangibles, including IP. Second, the fundamental issues asso-
ciated with sustainability depend on the willingness of cross‐border
investors to continue investing and the servicing burden of the invest-
ment positions. The particular values that compilers attach to DI posi-
tions in the IIP are irrelevant. For example, foreign parents may be quite
happy with the fact that their U.S. affiliates earn low (profit) rates of
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From the standpoint of the current account (and hence financial flows),
it does not matter if the debit entry is recorded as investment income
payments or royalty payments.
9
III. Exorbitant Privilege
The exorbitant privilege view that the United States might be able to
earn its way to current account sustainability also hinges on relative re-
liability. Proponents of this view point to the large returns differential
the United States has enjoyed, whereby the United States has earned
sizably more on its foreign portfolio than it has paid foreigners on their
U.S. portfolios, which has been reported in Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti
(2005), Obstfeld and Rogoff (2005), Meissner and Taylor (2006), and
Gourinchas and Rey (2007a). Subsequent work (Curcuru et al. 2008a,
2008b; Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti 2008) has found that early estimates
of the U.S. returns differentials were biased upward.
Why is there a discrepancy between estimates of the returns differen-
tial? From a relative reliability perspective, the large U.S. returns differ-
ential and, hence, the empirical cornerstone of the exorbitant privilege
view rest on the implicit but ultimately incorrect assumption that the
various components of the U.S. international accounts form a cohesive
data set (Curcuru et al. 2008a). The Curcuru et al. view can be inter-
preted as one in which information on relatively recent positions (taken
from the IIP) is more reliable than information on past positions (also
in the IIP) and financial flows (presented in the IIP, but originating in
the BOP).
In this section we put forward what we believe to be the best‐quality
information on returns differentials currently available. Our analysis
exposes a substantial gap in the international accounts—an inconsis-
tency between our preferred valuation adjustments, reported BOP data,
and reported IIP data—that we then address. We end by summarizing
the implications of our analysis for the exorbitant privilege view. Data
availability limits our analysis to the period 1990–2007.
A. Estimating Returns Differentials
Returns on IIPs are never directly measured and thus must be inferred
from other data. As shown in Curcuru et al. (2008a), there are essen-
tially three methods for estimating cross‐border returns. Two methods
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other the current vintage of revised data—on flows and positions to
back out implied returns. The third uses a combination of market‐based
returns data where possible and original IIP data where market‐based
data are not readily available. In this subsection we discuss and com-
pare the three methods.
1. Original IIP Method
The “original IIP” approach estimates capital gain returns for a particu-
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where A, FLOW, and OA denote positions, flows, and “other adjust-
ments” and the O superscript denotes that all are as reported in the orig-
inal year t IIP release.
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From a relative reliability perspective, the original IIP method pre-
sumes that originally reported positions and flows form a cohesive data
set and that originally reported other adjustments are not valuation ad-
justments. These other adjustments are one item in the IIP presentation:
In each annual IIP release, for both claims and liabilities positions and
for each asset class, the BEA provides a reconciliation between start‐
and end‐of‐the‐year positions, attributing movements over the year to
net flows, valuation changes due to price or exchange rate movements,
and other adjustments. The BEA defines “other adjustments” as
(i) changes in coverage, (ii) capital gains and losses of direct invest-
ment affiliates, and (iii) other adjustments to the value of assets and
liabilities. Large contributors to other adjustments are the addition of
new reporters to the panels, identified reporting errors, and reclassifica-
tion of assets among categories; but, except for the banking and non-
banking categories, the other adjustments reported in the original IIP
releases are very minor.
Column A of table 1 shows capital gains returns differentials com-
puted using the original IIP method. The overall differential is quite
small at 0.7% per year for the period 1990–2007. The source of this mod-
est differential is the different compositions of U.S. assets and liabilities,
first pointed out by Gourinchas and Rey (2007a); U.S. assets are
weighted toward equities and DI, whereas U.S. liabilities are weighted
toward lower‐yielding debt securities.
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The second method, the “revised IIP” method, uses the following for-
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where the R superscript denotes that these variables are formed using
the most recently revised data (i.e., the current vintage of revised data).
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Table 1








Claims 8.6 13.2 8.2
Liabilities 9.5 10.9 9.7
Bonds:
Claims .7 4.5 2.0
Liabilities .7 −1.3 .6
DI:
Claims .7 .3 .3–1.3
Liabilities .4 −2.0 −2.0–.5
Banking and nonbanking:
Claims .1 1.4 .1
Liabilities .1 .5 .1
Banking:
Claims .1 2.4 .1
Liabilities .0 2.5 .0
Nonbanking:
Claims .1 .0 .1
Liabilities .3 −4.1 .3
Other assets:
Claims 2.8 2.7 2.8
Liabilities .0 .1 .0
Aggregate:
Claims 2.2 3.8 2.3–2.5
Liabilities 1.5 .9 1.1–1.6
Difference .7 2.9 .9–1.1
Note: Estimates are for 1990–2007. Details of how these estimates were constructed are
given in the text. Our preferred measure (in col. C) utilizes market‐based returns for port-
folio equity and debt, a range of inferred returns for DI based on whether DI other ad-
j u s t m e n t sa r et r e a t e da sc a p i t a lg a i n so rn o t ,a n do r i g i n a lI I Pr e t u r n sf o rb a n k i n g ,
nonbanking, and other assets. Other assets includes U.S. official reserve and other U.S.
government assets, U.S. government liabilities associated with military sales contracts
and other transactions arranged with or through foreign official agencies, and foreign
holdings of U.S. currency. DI positions are valued using the current‐cost method. Finan-
cial derivatives are not included.
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of revised positions and flows data form a consistent data set from
which implied returns can be computed. While one would expect revi-
sions to generally enhance the accuracy of reported data, when comput-
ing implied returns from position and flow data, it is relative reliability
that matters. In fact, figure 1, reproduced from Curcuru et al. (2008a),
shows that over time positions data have been systematically revised
upward from a U.S. perspective,
12 whereas flows are little revised. When
returns are computed using (2), large upward revisions to positions with
essentiallynocorrespondingrevisionstoflowsproducelargereturnsdif-
ferentials.
13 This is evident in column B of table 1: In aggregate the re-
vised IIP method produces a substantial capital gains returns differential
of 2.9% per year, owing to large differentials favoring the United States
for bonds, equities, and direct investment.
3. Our Preferred Method
Our preferred method takes the following approach. For portfolio bonds
and equities, as in Curcuru et al. (2008a, 2008b), we use a market‐based
Fig. 1. Revisions to net positions and net financial flows. This figure, from Curcuru et al.
(2008a), depicts the net international investment position (solid lines), calculated as
U.S. positions abroad less foreigners’ positions in the United States, and net financial
outflows (dashed lines), calculated as U.S. flows abroad less foreign flows into the United
States. For both, thin lines denote the current vintage of revised data and thick lines
denote the originally released data. All data are in billions of U.S. dollars.
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the international accounts and applies reasonable returns indices to the
measured positions to form estimated returns. For asset classes in which
capital gains are minor and little additional information becomes avail-
able over time, such as the banking/nonbanking/other categories, we
assume that the original IIP releases provide a reasonably accurate pic-
ture. The most difficult asset class for which to estimate returns differen-
tials is direct investment. There is a long literature on puzzling aspects of
returns on DI in the United States and abroad.
14 From our perspective,
the difficulty in calculating accurate returns differentials for DI stems
fromthreefactors:(i)theBEApublishesonlyrevisedvaluationandother
adjustmentsforaggregateclaimsandliabilities,withoutabreakdownby
asset class, so there is no reported estimate of adjustments in revised
data; (ii) there are no market‐based indices that are appropriate; and
(iii) in contrast to other asset classes, other adjustments in the current
vintage of revised data likely contain some information on valuation
adjustments. To address the first factor, we infer DI other adjustments
as what remains after we subtract the other adjustments associated
with non‐DI assets from the reported aggregate. With regard to the last
two factors, we calculate implied DI returns from the current vintage of
databyassumingeitherthatallrevisedDIotheradjustmentsareindeed
valuationadjustmentsor,alternatively,thattheyareassociatedwithin-
tangibles and should remain other adjustments. This approach means
that we have a range of returns for DI, which, while not entirely satisfac-
tory, at least accurately depicts our lack of knowledge of underlying DI
returns.
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Complete details of the calculations behind our preferred method—
from our choices of returns indices to the way we estimate DI other
adjustments—are provided in appendix A. The resulting returns are
in column C of table 1. Returns differentials computed using our pre-
ferred method are quite small, with an aggregate differential of 0.9%–1.1%
per year, depending on whether DI other adjustments are considered val-
uation adjustments.
4. Comparison of the Three Methods
The aggregate differential from our preferred method is only slightly
higher than that from the original IIP method, but much smaller than
thedifferentialfromreviseddata.Theassetclassesthatproducethelarge
discrepancy between our preferred returns and those from the revised
IIP method are equities and bonds. Our preferred capital gains rates on
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vised IIP method (8.2% vs. 13.2%). Also dramatic are the differences in
the capital gains on bonds, with revised IIP annual returns being 2.5%
higherforclaimsandalmost2%lowerforliabilities,bothofwhichinflate
the overall differential.
The main difference between the large differentials from the revised
IIP method and the smaller ones from our preferred method is that the
revised method assumes that all other adjustments are in fact valuation
adjustments. From a relative reliability perspective, we find that as-
sumption untenable, since for asset classes such as bonds and equities
there is little additional information on returns in the revised releases;
returns are not measured in the original release, nor are they measured
in subsequent ones.
B. The Gap in the International Accounts
From a relative reliability perspective, returns differentials from our pre-
ferred method are the most accurate. Yes, they can be improved on in the
future, in particular by forming even finer returns indices forcross‐border
portfoliobondandequitypositions,butforeachassetclasstheyarebased
on assessments of the best available information for computing returns.
That said, as can be seen in table 2, they expose a “gap” in the interna-
tional accounts that, computed over the 1990–2007 period, totals be-
tween $1,358 billion and $1,752 billion (depending on how revised DI
other adjustments are treated).
16 Conceptually, this gap—which is equal
tothe netofotheradjustmentsforclaimsand liabilitiesshownintable2—
is the difference between the position recorded in 2007 and the position
that would be estimated by adding flows and valuation adjustments to
the initial (end of 1989, in this exercise) position.
17 A positive gap indi-
cates that 2007 positions are greater than implied by past flows and val-
uation adjustments.
Specifically, the gap is defined as
GAPT ¼ NIIPR
T   Estimated NIIPT; ð3Þ
where NIIP is the net international investment position, Tis the end date
(in this case, 2007), the R superscript indicates that these are the recorded
values, and Estimated NIIP is the NIIP estimated by adding cumulated
flows and valuation adjustments to the initial NIIP, NIIP0. Let CA denote
the current account, FA the financial account, KA the capital account, VA
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Claims 197 1,481 2,786 5,171 707
Liabilities 276 1,157 1,323 3,108 352
Bonds:
Claims 117 983 124 1,478 255
Liabilities 663 6,314 81 6,667 −391
DI without other assets:
Claims 553 2,483 569 3,333 −273
Liabilities 468 2,282 340 2,423 −667
DI with other assets:
Claims 553 2,483 297 3,333 0
Liabilities 468 2,282 −327 2,423 0
Banking and nonbanking:
Claims 948 3,428 75 5,002 550
Liabilities 841 4,243 59 5,387 244
Banking:
Claims 714 2,382 47 3,826 684
Liabilities 674 2,783 25 4,428 946
Nonbanking:
Claims 234 1,047 29 1,176 −133
Liabilities 167 1,460 34 960 −702
Other assets:
Claims 255 −14 132 372 −2
Liabilities 63 228 0 296 6
Derivatives:
Claims 0 −36 62 84 58
Total without DI other assets:
Claims 2,071 8,325 3,748 15,439 1,296
Liabilities 2,311 14,223 1,804 17,881 −457
Difference −240 −5,899 1,944 −2,442 1,752
Total with DI other assets:
Claims 2,071 8,325 3,475 15,439 1,568
Liabilities 2,311 14,223 1,137 17,881 210
Difference −240 −5,899 2,338 −2,442 1,358
Note: Flows and positions are from the current vintage of revised BEA data. Valuation
adjustments are computed using our preferred rates of return as discussed in the text. DI
and, hence, total are presented both with and without DI “other adjustments” counted as
valuation adjustments. Other assets includes U.S. official reserve and other U.S. govern-
ment assets, U.S. government liabilities associated with military sales contracts and other
transactions arranged with or through foreign official agencies, and foreign holdings of
U.S. currency. DI positions are valued using the current‐cost method. Financial deriva-
tives are not included. The gap is positive if recorded 2007 positions are larger than flows
and our preferred valuation adjustments would suggest.valuation adjustments, and SD the statistical discrepancy. Then, ex-














or, since the financial account is equal to the negative of the sum of the




































where OA are “other adjustments” attributable to items such as series
breaks that create inconsistencies in the data series and the inconsistency
that arisesfrom recording DI positions at theircurrent‐cost value whereas
DI transactions occur at market value. Note that equations (4) and (6)
combined indicate that the gap is also the sum of other adjustments:
GAPT ¼ð NIIPR
































Using our preferred valuation adjustment estimates, figure 2 pro-
vides a representation of the $1.75 trillion gap for 1989–2007, assuming
that no other adjustments are valuation adjustments. The current ac-
count, capital account, statistical discrepancy, and NIIP are taken from
the most recently released (April 2008) BEA data. The individual com-
ponents of the gap are shown in the embedded table.
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A gap of $1.75 trillion suggests some combination of two things: our
preferred valuation adjustments are incorrect or there are inaccuracies
in the international accounts. While our preferred valuation adjust-
ments are surely not perfect, we calculated them using the best‐quality
data currently available. From a relative reliability perspective, the sub-
stantial gap—assuming that our preferred valuation adjustments are
roughly accurate—suggests inconsistencies between items in the inter-
national accounts. At the asset class level, reclassifications can lead to a
gap; for example, the large gap in the banking and nonbanking data
was created when deposits were reclassified between categories. But,
more generally, the gap can be the result of errors in flows or problems
withtheinitialorfinalpositionthatcouldresultfromseriesbreakssuchas
the reclassification of data between asset types or the introduction of new
reporters or assets. To better understand the gap, we must investigate
theseinconsistenciesbyexamining(andprovidingestimatesfor)potential
holes in the international accounts. We divide our analysis into three cate-
goriesofadjustments.Notethattoconservespaceweprovide annual data
on all of our adjustments, including some of the underlying data used to
create the adjustments, at http:/ /www.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295.
Fig. 2. NetIIP,cumulatedcurrentaccount,andvaluationadjustments:currentvintage.The
figure uses our preferred rates of return and the current vintage of international accounts
data. NIIP = U.S. net international investment position, CA= current account, FA= financial
account, KA= capital account, VA= valuation adjustments, and SD = statistical discrepancy.
Curcuru, Thomas, and Warnock 80The first category of adjustments, presented in detail in appendix B,
is entire asset classes missing from both the transactions accounts and
IIP, such as financial derivatives (which were introduced in 2006) and
residential real estate claims and liabilities (which should be included
as part of DI). For financial derivatives, we form estimates based on the
growth rate of transactions and holdings reported to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) by other countries. For residential real estate,
which should be part of DI, we construct estimates of foreign purchases
of U.S. real estate using recent National Association of Realtors (NAR)
survey data and estimates of U.S. purchases of foreign real estate by
following the Flick and Yun (2007) construction of estimates using State
Department data. While such missing flows and assets have no impact
on the visible gap (by construction, since we assume that there are no
other adjustments), their inclusion will have an impact on the statistical
discrepancy and the IIP. Our analysis suggests that there are additional
substantial net unrecorded inflows from these assets and that residen-
tial real estate substantially increases the net IIP liability position.
The second category of adjustments, presented in appendix C, is
shortcomings in the transactions data in the current and financial ac-
counts that are not accompanied by known problems with positions
data. Examples of these include IPOs and asset‐backed repayments in
the financial account (both measured well in the positions data but not
in the financial account) and goods exports in the current account.
There is substantial evidence that financial account net outflows are un-
dercounted; we also identify research that has identified underreport-
ing of net exports.
The third category of adjustments, presented in detail in appendix D,
consists of items for which there are problems with IIP positions but for
which the associated transactions data are thought to be sound. Exam-
ples of these include short positions and direct investment in intangible
assets such as R&D. For short positions, the U.S. surveys used to collect
position data do not admit the reporting of negative positions, and as a
result, both the equity and bond positions are likely overstated. To esti-
mate the impact of the omission of short equity positions, we construct
estimates of the fraction of cross‐border equity claims and liabilities that
have negative positions using representative short sales as a percentage
of float and the corresponding impact on net dividend income. We con-
struct an adjustment for short posit i o n si nU . S .T r e a s u r i e sb a s e do n
short Treasury positions reported by U.S. broker/dealers. We find that
adjusting for equity short sales makes the net IIP slightly more nega-
tive, but this is more than offset by adjustments for short bond liabilities
Current Account Sustainability 81positions (which make the IIP more positive). For DI in intangible assets,
we use BEA estimates of the impact of intangibles such as R&D, which
also move the net IIP into a more negative position.
Our adjustments to the international accounts are summarized in
tables 3–5. Table 3 shows our adjustments to transactions. The net effect
is that our estimated adjustments to recorded net outflows into bonds,
banking and nonbanking deposits, equities, and DI are only partially
offset by adjustments to inflows from financial derivatives, real estate,
income, and goods exports; in sum, our adjustments increase cumula-
tive net outflows by $501 billion. Tables 4 and 5 show our adjustments to
claims and liabilities positions. The estimated net IIP adjustment is
shown in the final column of table 5; our adjustments indicate that the
net IIP in 2007 was $512 billion more negative than what was recorded.
After making adjustments to plug known holes in the accounts, we
can reevaluate the gap. Specifically, to construct revised estimates of the
gap, we utilize the transactions and positions adjustments summarized
in tables 3–5 to form revised estimates of the gap for a number of adjust-
ment scenarios (tables 6 and 7). The original estimate of the gap totaling
Table 3








Nonbanking Equity Income R&D Total
1990 0 6 23 −12 4 −23 2 −4 −5
1991 0 6 25 −34 3 −42 1 −4 −45
1992 0 7 26 −32 −4 −71 −4 −13
1993 0 8 27 −48 −40 −56 1 −4 −113
1994 0 8 30 −4 −30 −11 −41
1995 1 8 34 −63 3 −43 2 −4 −63
1996 1 10 36 0 −16 −52 2 −4 −22
1997 2 11 40 −87 25 −66 2 −4 −77
1998 2 13 40 −68 17 −16 2 −8 −18
1999 3 14 40 17 −10 −33 2 −62 8
2000 5 15 29 −82 −28 33 3 −5 −30
2001 8 16 27 −18 24 −13 −55 4
2002 10 19 26 −191 −17 64 1 −3 −91
2003 13 22 27 −118 −125 60 1 −4 −124
2004 17 27 30 −35 −24 8 2 1 8 8
2005 22 31 33 −141 −255 −139 4 1 −443
2006 0 29 39 35 119 −43 6 1 186
2007 0 25 44 71 26 15 5 1 187
Total 85 276 575 −812 −306 −302 41 −59 −501
Note: The adjustments are described in detail in apps. B, C, and D. Data underlying the
adjustments are presented in http://www.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295, which con-
tains various supplementary tables.
Curcuru, Thomas, and Warnock 82$1.75 trillion is shown in the first column; the subsequent columns add
combinations of adjustments from tables 3–5. Column A includes all ad-
justments with an impact on the financial account, which average 0.7%
of U.S. GDP per year, and offsetting current account adjustments for
goods exports, income, and R&D, which combined average 0.35% of
U.S. GDP per year. It also includes the corresponding valuation adjust-
ment for financial derivatives and real estate implied from equation (4)
undertheassumptionthatotheradjustmentsarezero,andanestimateof
the change in securities valuation adjustments if the positions are ad-
justed for short sales. The resulting gap falls dramatically to $369 billion;
it is the sum of other adjustments for DI and other assets and an amount
needed to reconcile the new R&D positions.
As a secondary check, we verify that after the BOP adjustments the sta-
tistical discrepancy is reasonable. The year‐by‐year recorded statistical
discrepancy is shown in table 7, with the total shown in the final memo
line of table 6. Under scenario A, the cumulated discrepancy increases
substantially to $533 billion, since the more than $1.0 trillion decrease
in financial account transaction adjustments is only partially offset by
Table 4







1989 3 32 −84 8 7 5
1990 5 35 −85 0 8 2
1991 7 41 −12 53 89
1992 11 44 −13 57 98
1993 16 48 −23 60 101
1994 24 53 −27 64 115
1995 37 58 −28 67 134
1996 55 64 −35 72 156
1997 82 73 −50 75 180
1998 123 82 −61 80 224
1999 185 94 −68 87 298
2000 278 104 −61 92 413
2001 417 117 −63 98 568
2002 542 136 −54 103 727
2003 704 155 −82 112 890
2004 915 182 −99 125 1,124
2005 1,190 212 −129 139 1,411
2006 225 −166 154 213
2007 233 −217 171 187
Note: The adjustments are described in detail in apps. B, C, and D. Data underlying the
adjustments are presented in http://www.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295, which con-
tains various supplementary tables.
Current Account Sustainability 83current account adjustments. This remaining discrepancy may be the
result of known issues that we are unable to estimate, such as unrecorded
services and intellectual property exports.
As discussed earlier, some of the other adjustments in DI adjustments
reflect the difference between the market value and book value of a
transaction or are capital gains and losses of affiliates, but it is unclear
how much should be allocated to each. The recorded and column A
scenarios assume that all these other adjustments are attributable to dif-
ferences between the market value and book value—essentially the
marking down of the transaction value by the amount of intangibles
and goodwill. These are legitimate other adjustments that remain in
the gap. In all scenarios we also left the $8 billion of other adjustments
associated with other assets and the $18 billion needed to reconcile the
new R&D positions as other adjustments, because it is unclear if these
should be allocated to valuation adjustments, transactions, or positions.
In column B we treat all DI other adjustments as capital gains. Moving
all these other adjustments to capital gains almost eliminates the gap
and is equivalent to increasing the returns differential on DI from
Table 5









1989 3 111 −25 37 126 −51
1990 5 120 −25 41 141 −59
1991 7 139 −28 45 162 −73
1992 10 151 −31 50 180 −82
1993 15 165 −35 55 200 −99
1994 23 182 −38 60 228 −114
1995 35 197 −50 66 249 −115
1996 52 220 −61 73 283 −127
1997 78 248 −77 79 328 −148
1998 117 281 −90 92 399 −175
1999 176 322 −102 103 499 −201
2000 264 357 −111 116 626 −213
2001 396 399 −117 125 804 −235
2002 515 464 −121 132 990 −263
2003 670 532 −149 141 1,194 −304
2004 871 624 −174 149 1,469 −345
2005 1,132 724 −198 159 1,817 −406
2006 769 −243 169 695 −482
2007 798 −278 180 699 −512
Note: The adjustments are described in detail in apps. B, C, and D. Data underlying
the adjustments are presented in http://www.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295, which
contains various supplementary tables.
Curcuru, Thomas, and Warnock 840.8% to 2.3% (as in the revised IIP estimate from table 1) and the aggre-
gatereturnsdifferentialfrom0.9%to1.1%,shownatthebottomoftable1.
In column C we remove our estimates for financial derivatives and
real estate since these were based on relatively thin information. There
is a notable increase in the discrepancy because the real estate inflows
had offset a good deal of the additional securities outflows.
Figure 3 depicts scenario A graphically. When it is compared with
figure 2, the most substantial differences are that in figure 3 the 2007
net IIP is more negative, and the lines associated with the cumulated fi-
nancial and current accounts are less negative. There is still a gap, but it
is mainly associated with DI and may reflect a legitimate “other adjust-
ment” to the position. There is also a noticeable increase in the statistical
discrepancy. We note, however, that most of the discrepancy arises in
Table 6
Alternative Estimates of the Gap
Adjustment Scenario
Recorded (A) (B) (C)
1. 1989 NIIP −240 −291 −291 −213
Financial derivatives 0 0
Real estate −78 −78
Short sales adjustment 17 17 17
R&D adjustment 10 10 10
2. ∑ Financial account 5,899 4,840 4,840 4,479
Financial derivatives 85 85
Real estate 276 276
Equity adjustment −302 −302 −302
Bonds adjustment −812 −812 −812
Banking and nonbanking adjustment −306 −306 −306
3. ∑ Valuation and other adjustments 1,944 1,809 2,203 2,270
Financial derivatives 143 143
Real estate −210 −210
Short sales −68 −68 −68
DI other adjustments 394 394
4. 2007 NIIP −2,442 −2,954 −2,954 −2,389
Real estate −565 −565
Equity short sales adjustment 61 61 61
R&D adjustment −8 −8 −8
5. Gap (4+2−3−1) 1,752 369 −26 32
Memo: Cumulated current account −5,888 −5,331 −5,331 −5,331
Memo: Cumulated statistical discrepancy 32 533 533 895
Note: This table shows our estimate of the gap based on the revised BEA data and three
alternative scenarios. Scenario A adds to our original estimate of the gap all adjustments
from tables 3–5 that affect the financial and current accounts except for DI other adjust-
ments, which we leave in the gap. Scenario B is the same as A except that it treats all DI
other adjustments as valuation adjustments. Scenario C is the same as B except that it
omits adjustments to derivatives and real estate.
Current Account Sustainability 85the 1990s; the cumulated discrepancy from 2000 to 2007 is only $95 billion,
which suggests that the missing net inflows occurred in the early part of
our sample.
D. An Assessment of the Exorbitant Privilege
A reasonable counterargument to Curcuru et al. (2008a) is that the siz-
able valuation adjustments and the remaining $1.75 trillion gap shown
in figure 2 call into question the assertion that cross‐border returns dif-
ferentials have been overestimated in favor of the United States. What
we have shown is that to get to an exorbitant privilege, one would have
to assume that the gap from figure 2—the bulk of which owes to other
adjustments—is really unmeasured capital gains. However, by recog-
nizing that the gap more plausibly owes to inconsistencies in the inter-
national accounts and plugging some known holes in those accounts,
we have shown that using the small returns differentials of Curcuru
Table 7
Alternative Estimates of the Gap
Adjustment Scenario
Recorded (A) (B) (C)
1990 27 33 33 39
1991 −4 2 339
1992 −43 −30 −30 −23
1993 7 120 120 128
1994 −1 −2 −27
1995 32 94 94 104
1996 −9 1 31 32 4
1997 −77 0 0 12
1998 149 167 167 182
1999 68 40 40 58
2000 −59 −29 −29 −9
2001 −14 −68 −68 −44
2002 −38 53 53 82
2003 −6 118 118 153
2004 95 7 7 51
2005 32 476 476 529
2006 −47 −233 −233 −204
2007 −41 −228 −228 −203
Total 32 533 533 895
Note: This table shows the statistical discrepancy recorded in the revised BEA data and
three alternative scenarios. Scenario A adds to our original estimate of the gap all adjust-
ments from tables 3–5 that affect the financial and current accounts except for DI other
adjustments, which we leave in the gap. Scenario B is the same as A except that it treats
all DI other adjustments as valuation adjustments. Scenario C is the same as B except that
it omits adjustments to derivatives and real estate.
Curcuru, Thomas, and Warnock 86et al. (2008a) produces a reasonably small end of 2007 gap of $369 bil-
lion depicted in figure 3. Thus, by harvesting some low‐hanging fruit in
a conservative manner, we have shown that a small returns differential
can be consistent with the patterns of cumulated (adjusted) current ac-
count deficits and (adjusted) IIP figures. After applying the best estimates
of returns currently available and addressing known inconsistencies in




capitalist nature of U.S. cross‐border positions, first noted in Gourinchas
and Rey (2007a), with liabilities primarily in debt‐like instruments that
generate only modest capital gains and assets having a greater weight
on equities. We note also that a small average returns differential does
not imply that valuation adjustments are insignificant: Even small re-
turns differentials, when applied to large gross positions, can signifi-
cantly affect the evolution of the current account and net investment
position.Althoughthenetreturnof0.9%–1.1%peryearisnotexorbitant,
itisstillcapableofgeneratingvaluationadjustmentsthataccountforhalf
of the difference between the net IIP and the cumulated current account.
Nonetheless, the positive differential enjoyed by the United States is
Fig. 3. Net IIP, cumulated current account, and valuation adjustments: adjusted data.
The figure uses our preferred rates of return and our adjusted international accounts data.
NIIP = U.S. net international investment position, CA = current account, FA = financial
account, KA= capital account, VA= valuation adjustments, and SD = statistical discrepancy.
Current Account Sustainability 87neither exorbitant nor large enough to fundamentally alter the dynamics
underlying sustainability analysis.
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IV. On Current Account Sustainability
We have shown that the dark matter and exorbitant privilege theories
that have been used to suggest that the U.S. current account deficits are
sustainable do not hold up to scrutiny of the data they rely on. Our work
also suggests that the net investment position is more negative and
somewhat less stable than recorded. Does this mean that the U.S. current
account is not sustainable at the current level?
To answer this, it is useful to first step back and ask if, even putting
aside measurement issues, we should expect there to be a tight or stable
relationship between the current account and whatever one might
mean by sustainability? In our view, the answer is “maybe, but not
too tight.” There are many reasons for this. Several of them stem from
the fact that the current account is a System of National Accounts con-
cept designed to capture transactions in produced goods and services.
As such, there is a step between the transactions recorded in the current
account and the transactions recorded in the financial account. This step
involves the capital account that captures, among other things, transac-
tions in nonproduced, nonfinancial assets. As recorded in the U.S. ac-
counts, the capital account is a minor annoyance in the identities. But in
principle it captures many transfers of intellectual property, which one
would expect to be quite important for the United States.
20 Next there is
the step between the transactions in the financial account and the
changes in the IIP. This step includes the familiar valuation changes ow-
ing to price and exchange rate changes. But it also includes “other
changes in the volume,” which do not arise from revaluations. As re-
corded in the U.S. accounts, these other changes are huge, and much of
the work of this paper explores the extent to which they are captur-
ing more than they should. Finally, there are many steps between the
IIP and what one might consider important in the determination of
future investment flows. In particular, there are wide gaps between
the IIP and a country’s ability to service its international obligations
or the credit and price exposure of its creditors. All told, the links from
the current account to the financial account to changes in the IIP to
the determinants of future investment flows are tenuous enough to
question whether this line of investigation will ever bear meaningful
fruit.
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ability is to assume that while the United States should be able to service
its international debt, the question is at what prices. A reasonable way
to attack that would be not from BOP and IIP identities but from the
perspective of international portfolio allocation. For example, Forbes
(2008) asks a relevant question: Why do foreigners invest in the United
States? Additionally, one could ask why in the United States and not
elsewhere. Further work along this line will likely be fruitful.
V. Conclusion
In this paper we provided a brief summary of some of the theories of
U.S. current account sustainability and viewed them through the lens of
the relative reliability of various items in the international accounts.
From the perspective of relative reliability, the dark matter view fails
since it rests on an assumptionthat incomestreams are the most accurate
items in the entire set of international accounts. Given that the bulk of
income streams are not measured but are formed by applying estimates
to estimates, this assumption is false. The exorbitant privilege view also
fails.Initsoriginalformitrestedontheassumptionsthatthecurrentvin-
tage of revised positions and flows form a consistent data set and that all
“other adjustments” are best thought of as valuation adjustments. In this
paper we show that this is not true, in part by calculating other adjust-
ments by asset class and filling some known holes in the international
accounts. The set of accounts we produce by doing so are entirely con-
sistent with a small cross‐border returns differential, suggesting that
there is no evidence that the United States can earn its way to current
account sustainability.
We caution the reader on two possible interpretations of our findings.
(1) Some may be inclined to steer clear of these data, troubled by the
fact that we have identified issues with items in the international ac-
counts. We adviseagainstthat strategy.As withany reported data series,
the researcher armed with knowledge of its strengths and limitations
is better suited to analyze the data. Assuming that all data are pristine
is not useful, nor is being paralyzed by knowledge of warts. Our view is
that data should be used, but that a healthy understanding of potential
limitations can help inform the researcher. (2) Some will think that the
Curcuru et al. (2008a) finding that early computations of the returns dif-
ferential were biased upward—reinforced by the additional findings
presented here—calls into question recent findings on exchange rate pre-
dictability (in particular, Gourinchas and Rey [2007b]) that are based on
Current Account Sustainability 89an earlier data set. While we firmly believe that early measures of the
average returns differentials were biased upward, in any data set period‐
to‐period changes in the differentials—w h i c hi sw h a tg e t st r a c t i o ni n
regressions—will be driven by exchange rate changes. That is, while dif-
ferent data sets will produce different mean returns differentials, the cor-
relation between any two measures of differentials should be extremely
high because period‐to‐period changes are always driven by the same
thing (exchange ratechanges).Assuch, itisnot cleara priorithatdifferent
data sets of returns differentials would produce substantially different re-
gression results on exchange rate predictability.
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As we have noted repeatedly, in addressing some holes in the inter-
national accounts, we harvested only low‐hanging fruit. There are, of
course other aspects of the accounts that should be addressed in the
future. We implemented an adjustment for goods exports, but the mis-
measurement of trade in services is likely even greater; unfortunately,
we have no information with which to adjust service trade data. The in-
comegeneratedbyinvisiblessuchasintellectualpropertyisanotherarea
worthwhile of further study.
Appendix A
A Estimating Our Preferred Returns and “Other Adjustments”
by Asset Class
In this appendix we detail how we form our preferred estimates of re-
turns. To conserve space, all tables for this and the subsequent appen-
dices, as well as some underlying data, are available at http://www
.nber.org/data‐appendix/w14295.
Portfolio Bond and Equity Returns
For portfolio bonds and equities, as noted in Curcuru et al. (2008a,
2008b), there are high‐quality security‐level benchmark surveys of
holdings that can inform the calculation of returns; returns must be cal-
culated (i.e., not measured), but at least the security‐level holdings data
can guide those calculations. The holdings data are the estimates of
monthly bilateral securities positions constructed in Bertaut and Tryon
(2007). Armed with monthly bilateral positions data, we apply repre-
sentative returns indices to calculate the monthly portfolio returns of
U.S. investors abroad and of foreigners in the United States.
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choices, we rely on research that has examined the security‐by‐security
data on U.S. cross‐border bond and equity positions.
• For U.S. investors’ returns on foreign equities, research on 1997 data
shows that MSCI firms represent almost 80% of U.S. investors’ foreign
equity investment and that, across the Worldscope universe of 12,000
non‐U.S. firms, the correlation between firm weights in U.S. portfolios
and in the MSCI World (excluding the United States) index is 0.77 (Ammer
et al. 2006). Accordingly, we use dollar returns on each country’s MSCI
equity price indexto calculate the returns on U.S.investors’foreign equities
positions.
• For foreigners’ returns on U.S. equities, we use the MSCI U.S. index, a
market capitalization–weighted index comprising roughly 300 large
and liquid U.S. equities. Albertus, Bertaut, and Curcuru (2008) show
that the MSCI U.S. index is a good approximation of the actual U.S.
equity holdings of foreign investors.
• For foreign bonds, to a large extent U.S. investors tend to hold local
currency bonds in developed countries and dollar‐denominated bonds
in emerging markets (Burger and Warnock 2007).
22 Thus, we use the
following approach for calculating U.S. investors’ foreign bond returns.
For developing countries we use J. P. Morgan’s EMBI+ indices (which
comprise dollar‐denominated bonds). For those developed countries in
which U.S. holdings of local currency bonds are predominant, we use
the MSCI bond index (which is an index of local currency–denominated
bonds). In those developed countries in which U.S. holdings of dollar‐
denominated bonds are significant, we calculate returns as the weighted
average of the MSCI bond index and MSCI Eurodollar Credit index
(which is an index of dollar‐denominated bonds), with the weight on
the Eurodollar index being the share of dollar‐denominated bonds in
U.S. holdings of each country’s bonds.
23
• ForforeignholdingsofU.S.debt,weuseaweightedaverageofLehman
Brothers U.S. Treasury, corporate, and agency bond indices, with the
weights being the portfolio weights in each respective bond type as given
by the benchmark surveys.
To compute valuation adjustments, we apply these market‐based re-
turns rM
t to the sum of the revised position at the end of the previous
period and half of the recorded transactions:
VAt ¼ rM
t ðAR




Current Account Sustainability 91Next, we compute the “other adjustments” as the difference between
the change in the recorded position, flows, and valuation adjustments:
OAt ¼ NIIPR
t   NIIPR
t 1   FAR
t   VAt: ðA2Þ
The resulting time series of other adjustments for equities and bonds is
shown in table A.1.
Deposits, Currency, and Other Government Assets
The sizable claims reported by U.S. nonbanking concerns and U.S.
banks primarily consist of interest‐bearing deposits and very short‐term
securities, such as certificates of deposit, which are hold‐to‐maturity se-
curities that do not trade in the secondary market. The return from
these types of securities consists only of interest payments, which are
recorded inthe current account,withno valuationadjustmentsotherthan
those from exchange rate movements. The majority of these deposits,
however, are dollar‐denominated, even though they are on deposit in
foreign banks, so the impact of exchange rate changes is minimal. Simi-
larly, for the corresponding liabilities, there are only minorexchange rate
movements because there is a small quantity of non‐dollar‐denominated
deposits held by foreigners in U.S. banks and nonbanking concerns.
OtherU.S.governmentclaimsarefairlysmall,andtheonlyvaluationad-
justments are those due to exchange rate changes, primarily from hold-
ings of foreign currencies, and changes in the value of gold. For each of
these categories, our view is that the original IIP releases provide the
most accurate picture of returns, so we estimate the capital gains based
on the rate of return shown in each annual IIP, equation (1). For deposits,
this assumption is reasonable as long as the currency composition is largely
unchanged between the initial and final data revision. For these cate-
gories the valuation adjustments are computed using
VAt ¼ rO
t ðAR




and other adjustments follow from equation (A2).
Derivatives
Derivatives were first included in the IIP in 2006. The limited informa-
tion collected on derivatives is not sufficient for the BEA to break down
valuation adjustments into the contributions due to price and exchange
rate changes. Only net derivatives flow data are collected, so separate
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sume that there are no other adjustments associated with derivatives,
and the capital gains follow directly from the revised positions and
flows:
VAt ¼ NIIPR
t   NIIPR
t 1   FAR
t : ðA4Þ
Direct Investment
As noted in the text, the valuation adjustments associated with DI pre-
sent the greatest difficulty. Our strategy to estimate DI returns is to first
estimate the amount of DI other adjustments and then back out implied
returns with and without treating other adjustmentsas returns. This task
would be easier if the updated IIP for each year separated the revised
series into flows, valuation, and other adjustments. The BEA does not
publish this information by asset class, but it does publish it for aggregate
claims and aggregate liabilities (http://www.bea.gov/international/xls/
intinv07_t3.xls). This allows us to estimate the revised other adjustments
for direct investment by subtracting our estimate of other adjustments for
the other asset classes from the total.
A breakdown of other adjustments by asset class is shown in table A.1,
withclaimsin panelAandliabilitiesinpanelB.The last columnshowsan
estimate of other adjustments for direct investment implied by subtract-
ingotheradjustments forthe rest ofthe assetclasses from the revisedtotal
other adjustments published by the BEA. For DI claims the implied other
adjustments are fairly small relative to that estimated for other assets,
whereas for liabilities they are quite large. Using these other adjustments,
we infer the corresponding valuation adjustments for DI by rearranging
equation (4).
There are three interpretations of DI other adjustments: (1) the incon-
sistencythatarises fromrecording DIpositions at theircurrent‐cost value,
(2) the capital gains and losses of DI affiliates, and (3) errors in the trans-
actions or series breaks. Interpretation 1 is unique to DI. As noted earlier,
the current‐cost estimate of DI is an estimate of the value of tangible as-
sets; the value of intangible assets is excluded. Recorded DI transactions,
however, reflect the value of both tangible and intangible assets. This ne-
cessitates an other adjustment entry in the IIP presentation that reflects
the difference between the total transaction value and the estimated value
of intangible assets to account for the intangible piece. Forexample, in the
purchase of an intangible‐heavy firm such as an Internet start‐up, there
will be a substantial difference between the value of the firm paid by
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type of transaction will require a negative other adjustment that effec-
tively backs out the value of intangible assets. There is evidence of this
type of transaction in panel B of table A.1. There are sizable negative
DI other adjustments in 1998 and 1999, reflecting foreign investment in
U.S. Internet firms with significant amounts of intangible assets. When
these DI positions are sold, there should be additional other adjustment
entries, which may largely offset the previous ones; any remaining
amount is equal to the capital gains associated with the intangible piece
of the DI. Thus, much of the cumulative sum of DI other adjustment
entries will be equal to the value of intangible assets for DI where
the position is still held, plus capital gains associated with intangible
assets for positions that have been sold.
Appendix B
B Missing Asset Classes
In this appendix we estimate flows and positions for asset classes miss-
ing from the IIP and BOP accounts. These include financial derivatives,
introduced in 2006, and residential real estate.
Financial Derivatives
The introduction of the financial derivatives asset class in the 2006 IIP
provides an example of how the addition of new asset classes or report-
ers leads to incorrect capital gains estimates when the revised BEA data
are used. Because we know their impact on the 2006 financial account
and IIP, we excluded them from our analysis. In the BEA’s revised ag-
gregate IIP, the initial 2005 derivatives claims position of $1,190 billion
and liabilities position of $1,132 billion are included in other adjust-
ments in that year; because there is no correction for these other adjust-
ments in the revised returns estimates, using equation (1) would
overstate capital gains for both claims and liabilities and would further
overstate the favorable U.S. returns differential.
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Estimates for net derivatives transactions will have an impact on the
statistical discrepancy and thus affect our BOP reconciliation. The BOP
recorded a net financial derivatives inflow of $29 billion for 2006 and
$6 billion for 2007. We construct flow estimates for earlier years based
on the growth rate of transactions and holdings reported to the IMF by
other countries, shown in panel A of appendix table B.1.
25 Prior to 2000
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at an annual rate of 30%. As discussed in Curcuru (2007), the sum of net
transactions across all countries should equal zero, since the flows out
of each country should be reported as inflows by another country. How-
ever, since some countries do not report data to the IMF, the sum will
likely differ from zero; while our estimated world flows are not zero
(the last column of table B.1, panel A), they are small. We construct esti-
mates of holdings using the same growth rates for claims and liabilities;
the historical estimates are shown in panel B of table B.1. The inflows are
modest and range from $0 to $29 billion, and the net claims position is
up to $84 billion.
Residential Real Estate
In principle, cross‐border transactions and holdings of residential real
estate should be included as part of direct investment, as is currently
the case for commercial real estate. In practice, individual homeowners
are not surveyed, and hence these data are omitted from the recorded
DI figures. To the extent that foreign activity in the U.S. residential real
estate market is of the same magnitude as the level of activity of U.S.
residents in the foreign real estate markets, there is no net impact on the
international transactions accounts. However, recent surveys conducted
by the NAR suggest that this may not be the case.
We construct estimates of foreign purchases of U.S. real estate using
recent NARsurveydata.AccordingtoNAR(2007a),asurveyofmembers
indicated that 7.3% of homes sold in Florida in 2006 were purchased by
foreign buyers. Since the total of existing home sales in Florida in 2006
was 395,300 units, this implies that there were about 29,000 purchases
of Florida homes and condos by foreigners in 2006.
26 Assuming that for-
eigners purchased the same percentage of new homes adds about 6,000
additional homes, bringing the total to 35,000 Florida homes purchased
by foreigners. From April 2006 to April 2007, NAR (2007b) estimates that
26% of international purchases were in Florida, implying that there were
around 135,000 total purchases of U.S. homes by foreign residents. Multi-
plying the total number of purchases with the median sales price of U.S.
homes purchased by foreigners in that period of $299,500 translates to
roughly $40.4 billion in sales to foreigners in 2006.
To construct historical estimates of foreign purchases of U.S. real es-
tate, we assume that the foreign purchases have remained a constant
2.34% (= $40.4/$1,730.6 billion) of total sales of U.S. real estate; the
resulting estimated U.S. real estate liabilities inflows are shown in
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tion since NAR (2007b) suggested that 2006 activity by foreign investors
was relatively weak as compared to earlier years.
To construct holdings estimates, we started by looking at net inflows
into other private financial liabilities in 2006 as a function of 2005 hold-
ings. Total flows in 2006 ranged from a slight outflow from U.S. Trea-
suries in 2005 to a 20% inflow into corporate and agency bonds. As a
compromise we assume that the 2006 flows constituted a 5% increase in
stock over the 2005 levels to construct an estimate of the 2005 stock. We
constructed the remainder of the liabilities stock series using the trans-
actions estimates and price appreciation reported by NAR, also shown
in table B.2.
We face similar issues in trying to construct historical real estate trans-
actions and holdings estimates on the claims side. While there are no
available official figures for the number of homes or vacation properties
Americans have purchased in foreign countries, Flick and Yun (2007)
construct an estimate using State Department data. On the basis of the
number of U.S. residents living abroad in 1999 and a rate of homeowner-
shipequivalenttothatobservedintheUnitedStates(40%),theyestimate
that in 1999 U.S. residents owned 500,000–600,000 residential real estate
properties located in other countries. Unfortunately, the State Depart-
ment has not updated this information because of security concerns.
With the same mean price of U.S. homes in that year ($171,000), this
equates to $94 billion in foreign residential real estate holdings by U.S.
residents. From this 1999 holdings estimate we assume that it changed
at the same rate as total residential liabilities holdings. We then inferred
transactions by assuming that foreign holdings appreciated at the same
rate as U.S. holdings.
On the basis of the table B.2 estimates, there have been more foreign
purchases of U.S. real estate than U.S. purchases of foreign real estate.
When compared to other asset classes, however, net transactions and
gross holdings are modest. In 2007 we estimate a $25 billion net inflow,
shown in table 3, and a sizable net liabilities position of $565 billion
(from tables 4 and 5).
Appendix C
C Problems with Current and Financial Account Transactions
In this appendix we estimate problems with the recorded transactions
in the current and financial accounts. These include issues with goods
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deposit claims and liabilities.
Goods Exports
The data on merchandise trade are often considered one of the most re-
liable pieces of the international transactions accounts. The data are com-
piledfromofficialimportandexportdocumentspreparedbyfirmsforthe
U.S. Customs Service, which are then classified and recorded by the U.S.
Bureauof theCensus.Thesedatalistgoodsbyvalue,commodity,country
of origin ordestination, dutiable status, tariff rate (import), quantity, ship-
ping weight, location of exit or entry, and method of transportation.
But the import data are likely of much higher quality than the export
data. Because import documents are the basis on which tariffs are col-
lected, they are scrutinized much more closely and there is relatively
more manpower dedicated to their verification. This is in stark contrast
to exports, which have many fewer resources dedicated to enforce-
ment efforts, have higher reporting thresholds, and about which much
less detail is recorded. There are several reasons why there might be a
downward bias in the export figures. For instance, exporting firms have
incentives to understate sales to reduce their taxable income and to pay
lower import duties to importing countries. Also, the commercial car-
riers that consolidate freight for shipment file the paperwork for the ex-
porters. In order to obtain the lowest freight for exporters, they often
report the whole batch of goods that may have varying rates as if it
consists of goods at the lowest rate.
Several studies have quantified the magnitude of underreporting of
U.S. exports. For example, a detailed comparison with Canadian import
data showed $16 billion in unrecorded U.S. exports to Canada in 1989,
approximately 20% of all U.S. exports to Canada. This problem is not
limited to cross‐border trade with Canada. An analysis in Kester (1992)
found that for the period 1980–89, a bilateral comparison of U.S. export
and foreign import data suggested an undercount of about 7% per year
of U.S. exports to Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Further
reconciliation studies with Japan, Korea, Australia, and the European
community, summarized in U.S. Bureau of the Census (1998, 2002),
found that while automated systems introduced to collect export data
had improved data quality, the combined effect of proven nonreport-
ing, underestimation of low value trade, and unresolved discrepancies
ranged from 3% to 7% of reported U.S. export value. Reconciliations
with Mexico estimated that the discrepancy for 1991–94 was 8%–12%
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new electronic reporting system in 2000 is thought to have reduced
these discrepancies significantly, but as yet the Census Bureau has
not published updated analyses. Despite these findings, there is so
much variability in underreporting that no effort is made by Census
or the BEA to adjust the values of goods exports.
Because exports are recorded as an inflow in the balance of pay-
ments, the underreporting of exports results in an underreporting of cur-
rent account inflows—a necessary counterpart to our underreporting of
outflows in the financial account. In appendix table C.1, we estimate the
potential impact on the current account for an understatement of 9.1% to
Mexico and 5.1% for U.S. exports to other countries, excluding Canada.
Starting in 2000 we cut the adjustment in half (e.g., 4.6% for Mexico and
2.6% for other countries) to reflect improvements in the collection sys-
tem. These estimates result in an understatement of inflows on the order
of 4%–6% of all exports.
Intangibles
Cross‐border trade in intangibles creates difficult issues for both ac-
counting methodology and data collection. With respect to methodol-
ogy, the difficulties arise because the System of National Accounts (or in
the U.S. case the NIPA) needs to distinguish between those nonfinancial
assets that are created by the production process and those that arise by
other means. A good example of a nonproduced, nonfinancial asset is
broadcast spectrum rights. The electromagnetic spectrum is not the result
of any productive activity; nonetheless, the rights to use it have value.
When such assets are sold abroad, the transaction must be excluded
from the current account. Otherwise, the GDP accounting identity
(GDP ¼ C þ I þ G þ X   M) would not hold, with the disposition of prod-
uct (right‐hand side) exceeding what the economy produced (left‐hand
side). However, it is not sufficient to simply exclude the transaction from
the current accountbecause the sale to a foreignergivesrise to a financial
flow. To deal with this and a few other issues such as debt forgiveness,
the capital account (KA) was introduced and added to the balance of pay-
m e n t si d e n t i t y( 0¼ CA þ KA þ FA).
With respect to data collection, it is particularly hard to measure
trade in intangibles, especially when the trade is between affiliated par-
ties and the intangible represents intellectual property that may have
only firm‐specific value. As noted earlier in the discussion of dark mat-
ter, the BEA has been making efforts to improve its data collection in this
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incorporated into the published International Transactions accounts.
We do not make any attempt to estimate how much trade in intan-
gibles is missing from the accounts. We simply note that it could be one
source of the statistical discrepancy we are left with and a possible ex-
planation for some of the other adjustments found for DI.
U.S. Net Purchases of Foreign Equities and Bonds
As discussed in substantial detail in Curcuru et al. (2008a), over our
sampleperiodtherehavebeenmanysignificant revisionstoU.S.holdings
of foreign equity and bonds that have implications for our understanding
of transactions in these assets. The first major revision occurred after the
incorporation of the first security‐level measurement of U.S. holdings of
foreign securities abroad (from the Treasury Department’s 1994 bench-
mark survey), which resulted in large upward revisions to holdings of
around 90% per year from 1990 to 1995. Prior to the 1994 benchmark
survey, the last claims survey was done in 1946, and positions were
not measured but were estimated from capital flows data and approxi-
mations of capital gains—a method highly prone to error since there was
no sense of the magnitude of initial holdings. The enormous revisions
that were prompted by the benchmark survey were described by the
BEA in Bach (1997, 47) as follows: “The differences between the two es-
timates can be attributed both to incomplete coverage of these transac-
tions in the Treasury source data upon which BEA’s position estimates
are based and to inexact valuation of price and exchange rate adjust-
ments applied to BEA’s estimated positions. However, it is not possible
to determine the amount of underestimation attributable to each part of the es-
timation process” (emphasis added). Because of the inability to defini-
tively attribute the newly discovered claims to flows or valuation
adjustments, the BEA made no revisions to flows (the “transactions in
the Treasury source data”)—financial flows are completely absent from
Bach's table 2, which shows all revisions for the balanceof payments and
international investment positions—and put the difference between es-
timated and measured positions in the residual other adjustments cate-
gory. Thesame was the case in responseto the 1997 benchmark, atwhich
time BEA stated that “When BEA adjusted its international investment
positions estimates last year using preliminary benchmark results, it at-
tributed all of the discrepancy to valuation changes and none to the less
than complete coverage of transactions. … BEA is now changing that
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(Bach 2000, 71–72). As transactions adjustments attributed to the 1997
benchmark survey are absent from table 2 in Bach (2000), it is clear
that the practice of adjusting transactions was implemented at a future
date.
There were also significant revisions to U.S. holdings of foreign secu-
rities that dated back to 1998 after the 2001 and 2003 Treasury surveys,
but these revisions were accompanied by modest revisions to transac-
tions estimates. As reported in Bertaut, Griever, and Tryon (2006), an
in‐depth investigation revealed underreporting of U.S. investors’ pur-
chases of newly issued foreign securities. While this reporting problem
was resolved starting in 2004, the BEA made only modest revisions to
the recorded transactions because there were only modest revisions to
underlying Treasury International Capital data.
The final notable revision to U.S. holdings of foreign securities oc-
curred in response to the 2005 Treasury survey, which resulted in a revi-
sion to U.S. equity claims totaling $231 billion. This was recorded in the
2005 position with no identified revisions to historical transactions.
Because the transactions were never adjusted for 1990–97 even
though they were suspected to be erroneous and there were only mod-
est transactions adjustments to the data from 1998 to 2003, we attribute
much of the estimated other adjustments in equity and bond claims
shown in table A.1 to missing transactions. The other transactions asso-
ciated with bonds are included in table 3. We defer our final estimates
of how much of these other adjustments for equity should be attributed
to unrecorded transactions until we also include the impact of omitting
short positions, discussed below.
U.S. Equity and Bond Liabilities to Foreign Investors
The tendency not to fully revise corresponding flows when revisions to
positions are made also holds for U.S. liabilities. Regarding U.S. liabil-
ities, Bach (2002, 37) writes that “In past benchmark years, BEA has as-
signed nearly all of the differences between the two estimates of the
positions to either the price change or the ‘change in statistical coverage’
components of the investment position accounts, leaving data on finan-
cialflowsasreportedbythetransactionsreportingsystemlittlechanged.”
In contrast to U.S. claims, the revisions to liabilities positions were rela-
tively small and, for some asset categories such as bonds, negative.
Downward revisions in liabilities positions without a corresponding
downward revision in flows imply low capital gains. According to Bach
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the transaction reporting system underestimates redemptions and pay-
downs of principle on mortgage‐backed securities. These redemptions
should be recorded as outflows but are not recorded by the existing trans-
actions reporting system because they do not involve the typical data re-
porters (brokers and dealers). As the above quote indicates, as a matterof
practice, the BEA tended to revise positions but not flows, implying low
or negative capital gains on U.S. liabilities.
As with claims, there were no adjustments to transactions in response
to changes in recorded holdings for the early years of our sample period.
In 1998 there were significant downward revisions to U.S. non‐Treasury
liabilities for the years 1990–96, in response to the 1994 survey. The posi-
tion adjustments were as high as $42 billion in 1996 with no correspond-
ing revisions to transactions. In 2002 the BEA made some revisions to
transactions in debt liabilities in response to the problems with redemp-
tions and paydowns identified in the 2000 survey. However, these revi-
sions went back only to 1995; transactions for that year were adjusted
downward by $27 billion, and there were no revisions to transactions
in earlier years. So as with claims, we assume that much of the other
adjustments for securities liabilities are unrecorded transactions. The
other transactions associated with bonds are included in table 3, but
we defer our final estimates of how much to include for equity until ap-
pendix D, where we include the impact of omitting short positions.
Banking and Nonbanking Assets
There is little ambiguity surrounding the calculation of valuation adjust-
ments for this category, since they consist of interest‐bearing deposits
and short‐term securities held to maturity, with only slight valuation ef-
fects due to exchange rate changes. On the banking side, the data are
collected by monthly reports of outstanding balances; transactions are
estimated as the change in the positions. Deposits reported by nonbank-
ing concerns are mainly implied from bilateral and Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements data. The source of the other adjustments in these
data is series breaks as new reporters are added to the panel. Revisions
for both claims and liabilities go in the same direction: cumulative other
adjustments for claims is $550 billion and for liabilities is $204 billion, so
on net this category contributes $306 billion to the gap. We attribute all
the other adjustments in these categories to missing transactions, shown
in table 3.
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D Issues with Recorded Positions
There are two assets for which there are known problems with recorded
positions, for which transactions are thought to be correctly recorded.
The first is the recording of equities that have been sold “short,” that is,
borrowed from one partyand then soldto another. Theother isthe omis-
sion of positions in intangible DI investments such as R&D.
Negative Positions Arising from Short Sales
As is the case in most countries, the reporting of portfolio investment
positions is based on data provided by custodians. The U.S. surveys
used to collect position data do not admit the reporting of negative po-
sitions, which is not currently an international reporting standard but
will likely become one in the future (Taub 2008). This omission leads to
the overstatement of both claims and liabilities. For example, if a foreign
resident sells a U.S. security short to a U.S. resident, the transactions ac-
counts will correctly capture the decrease in liabilities to foreigners, but
the negative position of the foreigner will not show up in the holdings
survey. The result is that the total liabilities position is the sum of posi-
tive holdings only, not short positions. A similar problem is realized on
the U.S. claims side. Both result in the overstatement of positions relative
to the transactions and would lead to positive other adjustments.
To estimate the impact of the omission of equity short sales, we con-
struct estimates of the fraction of cross‐border equity claims and liabil-
ities that have negative positions using representative short sales as a
percentage of float. Because U.S. restrictions on short sales are stringent
compared to those in other developed nations, U.S. short positions are
relatively small. Lamont and Stein (2004) estimate that short sales as a
percentage of float for the NASDAQ ranged between 2% and 4% of to-
tal market capitalization over the period 1995–2002, whereas estimates
of short selling on the New York Stock Exchange are even lower at 1.5%
in 2003 (OICV‐IOSCO 2003). However, since foreign investors tend to
hold large‐cap equities, these ratios are likely biased downward because
for some equities there is no short selling at all. Therefore, we computed
average short sales as a percentage of float for the equities in the Stan-
dard & Poor's 500 since that is more likely representative of the average
short selling in the equities owned by foreign investors. For the end of
2006 the average for the equities in the S&P 500 was just over 3%. As
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overstatement is $84 billion, included in table 5, and we assume the
same share through history.
On the equity claims side, the largest share of U.S. residents’ holdings
is in U.K. equity, with large holdings also in Japan, Canada, France,
Switzerland, and Germany. In most emerging market countries, market
development lags developed economies and short sales of securities are
generally prohibited or the required infrastructure for borrowing secu-
rities does not exist. Table 7 in Endo and Ree (2006) provides a list of
countries that allow short selling and in which short sales are practiced.
For these countries, we take U.S. holdings of those countries’ equities
from table 18 in U.S. Department of the Treasury et al. (2007) for all the
U.S. holdings surveys; the combination is shown in appendix table D.1.
An estimate for short interest on FTSE 350 equities trading on the
London Stock Exchange constructed by Au, Doukas, and Onayev
(2007) ranged between 2.5% in 2003 and 4% in 2006, and it is thought
to be higher in other markets (Endo and Ree 2006). We assume that U.S.
holdings of equities in the United Kingdom are overstated by 4% and
holdings overstated by 5% in other countries that allow short selling;
the resulting position adjustment is shown in the final line of table D.1.
We use these position adjustments to construct short‐adjusted equity
returns. Adjusting the time series of equity liabilities positions down-
ward by 3% each year and computing the revised capital gains returns
results in a decrease in the returns from 11% over our sample period
(table 1) to 10.8%, in the correct direction but still higher than our market‐
based estimate of 10.1%. This moves the total other adjustments implied
for equity liabilities to $305 billion, a narrowing of $93 billion. With the
short adjustment, revised U.S. claims returns fall from an average of
13% over our sample period (table 1) to 12.2%, still much greater than
the market‐based estimate of 7.7%. This narrows the total implied other
adjustments for equity claims by $217 billion to $607 billion. We include
the net impact of these adjusted other adjustments in table 3, and the re-
vised position estimates are included in tables 4 and 5.
Estimating short bond positions is more difficult because we have not
been able to identify any studies that estimate the size of this market. It
is likely that some classes of investors do not take short positions,
whereas others have large short positions. For example, a large fraction
of debt liabilities are U.S. Treasuries held by foreign officials as part of
foreign exchange reserves; it is unlikely that these investors have large
offsetting short positions. In contrast, the balance sheets of several large
U.S. broker/dealers list short U.S. Treasury and agency bond positions
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27 One way to construct an estimate that
deals with this heterogeneity is to assume that a subset of foreign inves-
tors behave like U.S. broker/dealers and assume that they have short
positions equal in size to their reported holdings. One candidate is in-
vestors from the Caribbean financial centers because most of these are
hedge funds. The share of bond liabilities vis‐à‐vis Caribbean financial
centers ranges from 3% of total debt liabilities in 2007 to 4.1% in 2004.
This is close to the 3% we used as an estimate of the fraction of short
positions in equity liabilities, so for consistency we decided to also use
3% for debt liabilities. The resulting estimate of the overstatement due
to omitted short positions ranges from −$17 billion to $191 billion. Since
the same broker/dealer balance sheet data indicate that corporate debt
trading liabilities are relatively small, we made no adjustment for short
positions in corporate bonds.
28
These adjustments to positions have corresponding adjustments to
current account income receipts and payments. For equity we use the
dividend yields on claims and receipts from Curcuru et al. (2008a), and
for Treasuries we use the yield on a 2‐year constant maturity Treasury.
29
The impact on income receipts and payments is reported in appendix
table D.2. The net impact, included in the income column in table 3, is a
cumulative $57 billion increase in receipts.
Direct Investment Intangibles
The BEA follows the standards published in the IMF’s Balance of Pay-
ments Manual in compiling the BOP and IIP. According to these stan-
dards, financial flows and positions are based on market prices,
when observable. The market prices of intangible assets are rarely ob-
servable, and as such, the BEA revalues book values to current‐period
prices using two indicator series: equity indexes and the replacement
value of tangible assets. Recognizing the importance of measuring the
impact of intangible assets such as R&D and other intellectual capital,
the BEA publishes a satellite account that estimates the effects of R&D
spending as investment rather than an expense. We assume that finan-
cial account transactions in intangibles are correctly recorded but in-
clude a current account adjustment for BEA estimates of the change in
investment income. Our estimates are shown in table 3. For 1995–2004,
we take the estimates shown in Robbins and Moylan (2007, table G).
The position adjustments forearlier and later years are based on the growth
rate oftheirestimates.Thecurrentaccountadjustmentsforthe yearspre-
ceding 1995 are set equal to the 1995 estimate, and the adjustments for
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accountsareminor.Thelargestcurrentaccountimpactisadecreaseof$8
billion in 1998; the largest net IIP impact is a decrease of $29 billion in
2003.
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1. On this, see, among others, Roubini and Setser (2004), Edwards (2005), Frankel
(2006), Hausmann and Sturzenegger (2007), Kitchen (2007), Meredith (2007), Obstfeld
and Rogoff (2007), and Pavlova and Rigobon (2008).
2. By international accounts we are referring to the balance of payments (BOP) and the
IIP.
3. Curcuru et al.’s view can be interpreted as one in which improvements to the data
collectionsystem makeinformation onrelatively recent positions (takenfromthe IIP)more
reliable than information on past positions (also in the IIP) and that position data are gen-
erallymorereliable than thoseon financialflows (presented in theIIP butoriginating inthe
BOP), which are seldom revised even after errors are identified.
4. HausmannandSturzeneggeractuallysuggestthatthecurrentaccountbalance,notnet
financial flows, be measured in this way. However, estimating the current account in this
way ignores the potentially large (if currently unmeasured) contribution of capital account
transactionsandintroducesinconsistenciesintotheNationalIncomeandProductAccounts
(NIPA) measurement of product.
5. See also Willem Buiter’s critique, “Dark Matter or Cold Fusion?” (http://www.nber
.org/~wbuiter/dark.pdf).
6. Thus, when positions data are revised when more accurate information becomes
available, so too are income streams. This explains why starting in the late 1990s the
United States repeatedly became a net debtor in the income balance only to have revi-
sions to positions push it back into the black.
7. This treatment is out of sync with the System of National Accounts, 1993 (SNA93),
and causes an inconsistency in the NIPA measurement of product. Within SNA93, trans-
actions in the ownership rights to IP are to be recorded in the capital account unless the IP
is the result of research and development (R&D). Trade in the ownership rights to IP that
results from R&D is to be recorded in the current account as “research and development
services.” However, trade in the rights to use IP is to be recorded in the current account
under services as “royalties,” regardless of whether R&D was an input to the IP. In the
draft edition of the update to the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6), the term “royal-
ties” has been replaced by “fees for franchises and other property rights.”
8. The new form, BE‐125, first collected data for 2006. Estimates based on these data
will be folded into the annual revisions to the International Transactions accounts pub-
lished in June 2008.
9. We can be more precise on this point. Consider, e.g., a foreign subsidiary (the sub)
that does not pay royalties to its U.S. parent and instead books a high profit and pays
taxes to its host country, which, in a host country such as Ireland, would be at a low rate.
The U.S. parent pays no taxes until the sub repatriates the income; if the sub does pay
royalties to its parent, the sub’s profits are lower and the sub pays (a little) lower taxes to
its host country. In that case the U.S. parent has the higher royalty income, which, all else
Current Account Sustainability 105equal, flows directly into pretax profits; U.S. tax must now be paid on this, presumably at
a higher rate than in the host country. As long as the sub has something reasonable to do
with the funds abroad, it makes sense to not pay royalties. If and when there comes a time
when the parent needs the funds back home, the sub pays the parent a dividend, and at
that time the parent pays taxes to the U.S. government equal to the difference between
what it would normally pay and what the sub has already paid to the sub’s host country.
Note that the accounting treatment of these earnings may, however, violate Internal Rev-
enue Service transfer pricing guidelines and can result in significant tax penalties such
as those recently levied on pharmaceutical companies Merck & Company and Glaxo
SmithKline. See “Merck Tax Settlement Carries $2.3B Tab,” WebCPA, February 15, 2007
(http://www.webcpa.com/article.cfm?articleid=23366).
10. Throughout, DI is valued using the current‐cost method. Alternatively, these posi-
tions could be reported on the basis of their historical cost or on an estimate of the current
market value. The BEA shifted its emphasis to the current‐cost method starting in 2006. In
general, the value of DI is extremely difficult to determine because it typically involves
illiquid ownership interest.
11. Equations (1) and (2) differ slightly from those presented in Curcuru et al. (2008a)
because the denominator includes a term for one‐half of the year’s flows, and the nu-
merator in eq. (1) also subtracts the contribution of other adjustments. The differences
in the resulting valuation adjustments are minor.
12. This upward revision in U.S. positions is a combination of upward revisions to U.S.
assets abroad and downward revisions to foreigners’ positions in the United States.
13. To be more precise, this statement is true only if previous‐period positions are not
fully revised. They are not (see Curcuru et al. 2008a).
14. There is a long‐standing, positive total returns differential for DI, the bulk of which
arises fromrelatively higher income yields. Thecapital gains differentialreportedin table 1
ranges from 0.8% to 2.3% per year, depending on how other adjustments are treated.
15. This treatment of DI other adjustments is similar to that in Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti
(2008).
16. A look at cumulative other adjustments by asset class (equivalent to the by‐asset‐
class “gaps” in table 2) shows that assuming they are all valuation changes is incorrect.
For example, large other adjustments appear in the banking and nonbanking categories
in part because of a reclassification of deposits at securities brokers from the nonbanking
to the banking category, as occurred in the 2003 IIP (Abaroa 2004, 32); at the asset level,
including all the reported other adjustments as capital gains is clearly incorrect. For se-
curities positions, revisions typically come in response to securities claims and liabilities
holdingssurveysthatarecollectedandreleasedatalonglagtotheinitialIIPpublication,
and,asdiscussedindetailinCurcuruetal.(2008a),areoftentheresultofsizableerrorsin
the Treasury flow data supplied to the BEA, which are difficult to revise.
17. In this section, we build on the detailed analyses of the gap in Curcuru et al. (2008a)
and Lane and Milesi‐Ferretti (2008).
18. We assume that the financial account flows are signed according to the BOP conven-
tion, which is the opposite of how they appear in the BEA NIIP presentation and why they
have a negative sign in eqq. (4) and (6).
19. For more on this, see Bertaut, Kamin, and Thomas (2008).
20. The treatment of intellectual property is changing with BPM6 as now drafted, with
the transfer of IP moving to an expanded category under services in the current account.
21. To be more precise, returns differentials from original IIP, revised IIP, and our pre-
ferred methods should be very highly correlated even if they have different means. We
cannot say anything exact about the Gourinchas and Rey (2007a, 2007b) data set because,
while similar in some respects to the revised IIP approach, it is not strictly in line with any
of the methods we describe since they interpolate to quarterly data and make many ad-
justments (all detailed in Gourinchas and Rey [2007a]).
22. U.S. investors have recently shifted their international bond portfolios toward local
currency emerging market bonds (Burger, Warnock, and Warnock 2008), but such hold-
ings are still minuscule.
23. ThedevelopedcountriesinwhichU.S.holdingsofdollar‐denominatedbondsaresig-
nificantincludeAustralia,Belgium,Canada,Finland,France,Germany,Ireland,Netherlands,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
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govern our country weighting schemes: When calculating returns on the aggregate for-
eign bond and foreign equities portfolios, we weight each country according to U.S. bond
(or equity) holdings in that country.
24. We assume that there are no other adjustments associated with financial derivatives
and back out the associated entries from col. A of table A.1.
25. Underlying data are from IMF (2007) and Office of National Statistics (2007).
26. Real estate transactions and price data are available at http://www.realtor.org/.
27. For example, the November 2007 consolidated balance sheet of Goldman Sachs lists
U.S. government and agency trading assets totaling $36.9 billion and liabilities totaling
$34.5 billion; the values reported by Lehman are assets of $40.8 billion and liabilities of
$71.8 billion.
28. For Goldman Sachs in November 2007, corporate debt trading assets totaled $15.7 billion
and liabilities totaled $3.5 billion; the values reported by Lehman are assets of $54.1 billion
and liabilities of $6.8 billion.
29. From the Federal Reserve H.15 “Selected Interest Rates” release available at http://
www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/data.htm.
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